
Becoming conscious and active with the deeper archetypal 
processes collectively being played through us unconsciously then 
subconsciously is the very act that effects its transformation.

We are enabled to collaboratively channel this causation 
constructively, this overwhelming power on the threshold of 
consciousness.

We can cross this threshold and seize hold of the personality of 
the collective. When this is ready to be integrated, this will appear 
physically. 

This forces the subjects into their own form getting dreamed up 
into materialization.



Almost everyone would agree, replacing our 
current economic direction with all its 
embedded conditions of poverty 
and conflict and social inequality with one that 
reflects and expresses our human good would 
be great. 

Is this even possible? To start anew on new 
foundations, a fresh start. What would this 
look like, feel like, sound like, taste like? What 
are the parameters, the conditions, the 
components of this new civilization? 



Can we as humans actually 
deconstruct corporate and fiat 
rule? Can we break it down? 

Can we clear the crystallized 
compressions of our collective 
circumstances?



Portex Currents and Tokens are 
Global Context Tools for restoring 
wealth accounting and wealth 
transacting to the betterments of the 
commons.

Wholonomics services a revolutionary 
open whole source purpose. 



We use the most direct path 
to prototype and project 

our transparent intentions.

We fulfill each project’s purpose 
evolving peer intelligence pathways.



We create these keyed value tools 
to be as simple to use as possible, 
however complex the backend. 

User interfaces are friendly 
and irresistible, an inspiration 
for the ease of experience 
a support for becoming viral models.



Wholonomics Portex 0 - EcoChange 
is a construction of interactive Portexes 
each with token and current sets with 
unique protocols linked together by 
Group Smartchain Rails for the purpose 
of triggering accelerated evolution 
of cultural norms.



Wholonomics combines 
both closed and open 

operating structures depending 
on the elegant parameters determined 

for the specific Portex Protocol.



Wholonomic Currents are order 
holders expressing token functions. 

They hold properties, rights, 
and obligations of the whole 
enabling actors to do things, 
to act or delegate project functions.



A primary goal of Wholonomics is 
to service risk free facilities for 
wealth generation through the 
entire supply and consumption 
chains.



Currents have smart security 
or utility tokens managing 
the logic and maintaining values 
while building more and more 
features into the Wholonomics 
Ecology. 



Token keysets and Current keysets 
have specified conditions, 

defined contracts and limitations, 
necessary functions, 

an issuer, 
a substrate 

and classes of users. 
These provide the framework for 
determining the elegant solution



Keysets are active deliverers of value 
through Portex Channel Distribution.



Issued as Portex Tokenkeys and 
Currentkeys are IOU value contracts 
representing rights and obligations 
and objectives held by Portex 
Supporters and Users. 



Tokens used become Currents with 
their own new set of properties 
and instructions.



A Portex is the organizing context space 
where token keys and current keys are forged 

and  sustained and are interconnected 
and interwoven with the other Portexes 
and the Whole (World) in order to form 

a Civilizational Context 
to fulfill the inspired purposes 

of the Wholonomic Communecology. 



Token Keysets and Current Keysets 
always have these physical 

and conceptual aspects



There is an issuer. 

Tokens and Currents have a substrate 
that ensures its security and validity.

A system whereby they are 
meaningful, have meaning.

They have a value to someone. 



Genichain will track the currents and 
tokens and will be actual valuating 
entities, backed by a tangible; assets, 
margins, projections, project activity 
of the Portex.



Token and Currents is either mostly active 
or mostly passive. 

Passive Currents plays the role of exchange 
mediums in a system, holding value and 
collecting various sorts of rents.

An active Token or Current can accomplish 
things, enabling its holder to do things. 
We will build more and more business logic
features into our tokens. Active Tokens are 
tradable API keys. 



Is there a Limited or Unlimited 
Supply?

How does Local Tokenization
atomize value?

Is there some type of Equity or is 
there No Equity.



Do we have a fee-paying 
or non-fee paying token?

What are the transferability 
conditions?

Scalability and how we use it to build 
community into the Portex.



Wholonomic Token Structures 
and Current Flow Models Used

Is the flow Straight line, from source to sink 
created for a single purpose and destroyed after 
used. Coupons and passes are in this category 

Are Currents that are used as currency 
in system, do system providers send them back to 
a cashier agency to exchange them. 

Are they Circular with exchanges flowing back and 
forth? 



What is the Payloads Delivery Method and 
Vehicle used?

What the divisibility conditions of the 
Tokens and Currents? How it divisible, 
easily divided into fractions? 

Are they are transferable or non 
transferable, identical or unique?



How will they implement Key 
Management Services (KMS)

How do they store private, 
sensitive data governed by 

international data security laws



All this is stored as the “Genichain 
DNA” of the Token or Current 
forming the foundation to become 
tradable and storage of value 
assets. 



Determining Policy Aspects 
for Portex and Token  and Current 
type.



What makes it Durable, Maintaining 
Value? What is it’s intrinsic value? 



Forks. Yes or no?
How are Monetary Policies decided

Fiscal Policies decided
Fungibility aspects defined

Token Distribution and Exchange 
methodologies



How to create the Token or Current 
to be Convenient?

What makes the Token Consistent?



Portexes focus multiple related 
projects with unique sets of token 
and currents keys and platforms to 
achieve beneficial results. 



Wholonomics Overview



Portex Supporters are themselves 
the users, designers and decision 
makers, issuing and running the 
Smart Contracts and Platform 
Operations.



Some of the many of the functional 
and technological steps to launch 

Wholonomics. 

Principle: We create a customized work 
architecture weaving distinct competencies 
together to frame and drive toward creative 
centered solutions. We develop solutions to 
enhance organization and overall position by 

employing strategic evaluation of design 
components in the development of our 

Wholonomic models:



Holomid are about External Values 
Accounting and Balancing

Wholonomics is a paradigm bending 
metaplatform for public marketplaces.

Wholo'Teams are transaction facilitation 
intermediaries. 



Wholonomics is grounded in highly secure 
decentralized applications with the ability 

to provide diverse ways of exchanging 
value securely and anonymously. 

Wholonomics links Soul 
and the marketplace.



Embracing certainty of identity and 
capability through the whole chain 
will break present  conventions.

Bypassing the gatekeepers 
becomes possible while serving 
our core needs.



Hyperdimensionally we break the 
silence and end the isolation. We 
fire the defining story-tellers. We 
live our own new stories.



Evolution proceeds not in a smooth and 
linear fashion. What happens is that a few 
members evolve followed by a major rear 
guard action thrown up by the dominating 
forces. But eventually the pressure builds 
up to such a level that nothing can stop the 
inevitable, and the whole species rapidly 
rises to a new level of coherence and 
order.



We evolve past centralizing linear control 
grids to sharing a decentralizing holospace.

To end the control of the Money Supply 
by the Money Power and bring it back to 
where it belongs: the individuals forming 
the Commonwealth as Common Wealth.



To allow equitable access to all. As 
opposed to now, where the Money Power 
only finances what it owns or wants to own 
starving the rest from credit.



Credit creation will be a trust held 
in common agreement.`



Social Free Energy is transformed into 
action. As a result every aspect of our 
lives will be touched and up 
leveled. Free Energnomics does not 
serve the exclusive interests of any 
individual or organization.



We have the courage to practice 
long-term thinking and to make 
bold, courageous, anticipatory 
decisions before problems reach 
crisis proportions.



New root paradigms can shift the 
field dynamics. This across scale 
journey of our collective.



Wholonomic validity is the sense it makes in and 
of itself. 

Purpose is inherent in its context and form.  It is 
not organized by rigid status.

Benefiting the whole is the basis of our 
incentives. Collective success leads to personal 
enhancement and improving circumstances. 
Wholomid Space dissolves avarice without 
eliminating self-initiation.



The ultimate solution to end wars is for the people to 
transcend this economic system altogether, this 
Dysfunctional Human Creation that the controllers 
preside over. The ultimate solution is to recreate in its 
place another with an Enlightened Foundation. 

A Foundation our children and their children will thank 
you for, for bringing to them a peaceful and healthy 
World. 

How do we start? By stepping out and getting others to 
do likewise. Bypassing fiat rule is our single option.



Attempting to somehow or other organize 
countless points of view is not what 
Wholonomics is based upon.
Wholonomics is about Wholeness that 
transcends point of view, so Wholeness 
can be returned to its rightful seat as the 
principle head of social organization. 



Wholonomics is at its core about the 
emergence of a universal representative of 
the Primordial Wholeness of Creation, the 
power that can self-organize, self-correct 
and self-righten the indivisible whole of 
everything and everyone. Awake and 
aligned, we together become clear and 
conspicuous and cooperative Pathways to 
the Deep Destiny of Humanity. 



We can have a basis that transcends 
the current civilizational constructs.



The Wholomid as archetype by organizing 
itself can infuse Humanity with self-
rightening Primordial Wholeness through 
Shared Fields functioning as catalytic 
integrating systems. Self-organizing, self-
correcting forces modeled as whole can 
seed illumination in this bonded-age. 



The Wholomid is a tangibly active 
representative of egoless Space for self-
integrating Human-Awareness to unfold.

This is not a metaphysical or abstract 
doctrine, or a good idea or a plan for a 
new marketing system. Wholonomics is 
about Invoking The Whole creating focal 
points for flowing Actions of the Whole. 



Wholonomics honors us for who 
we are and treats us as treasures 
of the universe. Wholonomics
places priority on nurturing and 
developing our potential. 



Liberating Awareness is the basis of mutual 
respect and empowerment. 

To be who we are in the big picture 
and not narrowed and compressed and boxed 
into roles as a commodity or object. 

Wholonomics gives us freedom to live 
from the inside out. We can experience 
each other and ourselves as free and great 
beings. We have the possibilities 
of Wholeness Awakening.



By questioning implicit assumptions we can 
realign moral and economic incentives into 
greater harmony. We transcend collective 
and individual contradictions. 

Wholonomics has new metrics and 
measurements of valuation and exchange. 
Wholonomics coalesces a new kind of space 
to free us from the economics of tyranny. 



The Wholomid evokes dynamic systems of 
exchange by distributing value 
dimensionally across scale; from local, to 
the Global World Architecture while 
accounting for all costs and rewarding 
socially positive behavior. 

Relationships of exchange are shared and 
held as a Shared Fields of Humanity, 
referred to here as Scalar Fields. 



The Wholomid expresses a shift of our 
architecture of social organizing. The 
Wholomid envisions civilizational 
transformation, universal hyper-
dimensional seeds to flower a renewal of 
inspired determination.

Wholonomics has the capacity to revalue 
every kind of exchange and every kind of 
wealth.



We here invoke meaning 
empowered by the Principle of 
Cosmic Life Terrestrial Necessity, 
we untangle and discard the doctrine 
of Martial and State Necessity
evoked through the ages 
to perpetuate Pyramid Dynamics.  



Wholonomics can in no way to be 
compared to Marxism, Collectivism, 
Socialism, Capitalism, debtism or 
any other Pyranomic "controlism". 
None of these entropic dead ends 
can sustain or conceive of Civil 
Dimensional Architecture. 



The Wholomid can be a tamper proof, boom-and-bust 
proof Space of Unified Fields of Resonant Wealth.

The Pyramid control grid can be short-circuited.

We can emerge order that is Wholodigeous. Where Form 
and field are interconnected. Where the universe that is 
relationships, infinitely greater than the universe of 
objects can predominate. 

We through application of natural process empower 
ourselves as a Whole Person, a Whole Flow and a Whole 
Humane-kind. The conceptual basis is here. Together we 
are the actors and the creators, the visionaries. 



This Prototype birthed is where 
we can act everywhere at once, 

cooperating from a spiritual platform.  
Spiritual people do not need 

a parent state.



Wholonomics projects are 
activated and fulfilled 
issuing Portex tokens and currents
generating a Multidimensional 
Wealth Flow through 
a Hyperdimensional Geometry
by Dimension Zero participants.



The Currents are Shared via 
Decentralized dAppchanges and 
community means. 



These Current Measured and 
Denominated in Solamids and Milaurum
Are underwritten by Commodity Reserves 
and Innerprise Reserves issued as Free-
Notes through Escrow Trusts Using 
CoXexus NetsWorth Verification Channels.


